2019 Missouri Beef Queen
Rules & Regulations

Qualifications to Compete

1. Contestants must be females, 16-21 years of age by December 31, 2018.
2. Contestants must be residents of the United States and state of Missouri on the date of the contest.
3. Contestants must be unmarried, or at any time have been married, pregnant, or have a child. Contestants must have never been convicted of any crime or have any criminal charges pending.
4. Contestants must be a Collegiate or Junior member of Missouri Cattlemen’s Association (MCA) or Missouri CattleWomen (MCW) or her parent(s) must be a MCA or MCW member.
5. Contestants must be sponsored by a county cattlemen’s association (MCA affiliate), and each county may only sponsor one contestant per year. When no county organization exists, a district may sponsor one contestant per year. Collegiate CattleWomen, Collegiate Chapters and Missouri Junior Cattlemen’s Association (MJCA) are also allowed to sponsor one contestant per year.
6. Contestants must have an agriculture background and be interested in beef and the beef cattle industry.
7. Contestants are encouraged to complete the Masters of Beef Advocacy (MBA) Program prior to the competition. The 2018 Missouri Beef Queen will be required to complete her MBA prior to March 15, 2019 to assist her in beef promotions throughout her reign as Queen.
8. Contestants must be willing to donate time to beef promotion throughout the year. She may not have previously reigned as Missouri Beef Queen. Previous contestants are eligible to re-enter the contest.

2019 Beef Queen Responsibilities

The Missouri Beef Queen will communicate with producers, consumers and answer questions about beef, the beef cattle industry, nutrition and current issues. She will hand out ribbons and trophies at shows. She will speak to groups about beef and participate in radio, television and newspaper interviews, and appear in group photographs at public events. She is strongly encouraged to develop contacts at area schools and civic clubs. She will be required to host or participate in an agriculture literacy event in her local community.

She will be required to represent the Missouri beef industry at:

- MCA Convention (early January)
- MO County Leadership Conference (end of February)
- Beef Month Proclamation Signing, Jefferson City (April/May)
- MCA All-Breeds Junior Show, Sedalia (second weekend in June)
- MCA Steak Fry, Sedalia (June)
- Missouri State Fair, Sedalia (Events include: Governor’s Ham Breakfast, Beef House, Beef Showcase, Steer Show, Beef Dedication, Sale of Champions – second week in August)
- American Royal, Kansas City (Steer Show – late October)

If the Beef Queen cannot attend a required function, the first-runner up may be asked to represent in her place.

The Missouri Beef Queen is eligible and required to serve as a contestant in the Missouri State Fair Queen scholarship pageant. The contestant fee for the Missouri State Fair Queen pageant will be the responsibility of MCW.

She will be asked to attend at least three optional events:
**Dates are approximate on the above-mentioned events and are subject to change. Some locations of events vary year-to-year. In addition to the events listed above, the Beef Queen may be asked to attend county cattlemen’s meetings and events or other meetings and events deemed appropriate by MCA, MCW, Missouri Beef Industry Council (MBIC) and Missouri’s Cattlemen Foundation (MCF).**

The Beef Queen may show her cattle at cattle shows, but she may not wear the crown, banner or be representing the Beef Queen and the cattle industry in any way.

While serving in official capacity, the Missouri Beef Queen will not at any time consume alcoholic beverages or illegal substances. Also, she will not enter any other queen contest without permission of the sponsoring organizations from the cattle industry.

In her year of reign, the Missouri Beef Queen will keep at least one active official social media account (Twitter, Facebook, Blog, etc.) specifically related to her work as the Beef Queen. She will authorize the Missouri Beef Queen Chairperson and at least one MCW officer administrative access to the account. This will allow people in Missouri’s beef industry to know how the Beef Queen is working to promote cattle production and beef.

The Beef Queen will be required to join MCW or a Collegiate MCW Chapter if she is not currently a member.

The Beef Queen will be allowed $75 toward a professional photograph of herself (11”x14”) to be on display at the Beef Showcase and the MCA Convention. The $75 will be paid by MCW. When not on display in the Beef Showcase or MCA Convention, it will be displayed at the Beef Industry Headquarters. When her reign expires, it becomes property of the Beef Queen.

### Beef Queen Expenses

The requesting organization will pay mileage when the Beef Queen is representing MCA, MCW or MBIC, at their request. When the Beef Queen is requested to attend a county or district function by the county or district, they will pay their current rate for the Beef Queen’s mileage. The county or district is then responsible for the Beef Queen during her stay for the function. Mileage reimbursement should be calculated using the current mileage rate, which can be found here: [http://oa.mo.gov/accounting/state-employees/travel-portal-information/mileage](http://oa.mo.gov/accounting/state-employees/travel-portal-information/mileage).

The Beef Queen must turn in expenses while on official duty to the Beef Queen Chairpersons, Jocelyn Washburn or Darla Haines. All questions about expenses must be directed to Jocelyn or Darla. The Beef Queen must include in her expenses (1) name of event and location, (2) mileage and (3) any meals or other expenses incurred, with receipts, while on official duty. Expenses will need to be submitted within thirty days of event or when expenses occurred.

### Beef Queen Chaperone

The Beef Queen contest committee will be responsible for the Queen’s schedule. If needed, they will assist queen in making arrangements for a place to stay and see that expense money is allocated, etc. The Beef Queen will be chaperoned by her parent(s) or a Missouri CattleWoman during all beef promotions and activities.
State Contest Details

Sponsor Responsibilities

Each contestant and her chaperone must register to attend the annual MCA Convention. Each county/district/Collegiate CattleWomen/MJCA is responsible for the cost of their contestant’s hotel room and her meals during the contest (the contestant’s registration is free). ONLY THE REIGNING MISSOURI BEEF QUEEN AND HER PARENT(S) OR GAURDIANS WILL RECEIVE COMPLIMENTARY MEAL TICKETS (TWO). THE QUEEN’S PARENT(S) ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR CONVENTION REGISTRATION.

At the MCA/MCW Convention, each contestant must be chaperoned either by her parent(s) OR a Missouri CattleWoman from her county. If not rooming with her parent(s), contestant must have a room with her chaperone.

State Contest Rules

Each contestant must submit a completed application, resume, and a head-and-shoulders photograph to the Missouri Beef Queen chair. These materials must be emailed or postmarked by November 1, 2017—see complete instructions on the application. The completed application should be typed. The application and resume will be scored by the judges, and the photograph will be published in the Missouri Beef Cattleman magazine.

The state contest will occur on Saturday, January 6, 2018 during the 2018 Missouri Cattle Industry Convention held at the Holiday Inn Executive Center in Columbia, MO. Coronation will follow the contest on Saturday evening, January 6, during the convention awards banquet.

Each contestant will complete a 10-minute professional interview with the judges. The interviews are not open to the public. Following the interview portion of the contest, each contestant will deliver a 5 to 8 minute speech, which should focus on the following topic: “Greatest challenge facing the beef community and the role young people can play in addressing that challenge.” Judges will not ask questions of the contestants during the speech portion of the contest. The speeches are open to the public; however, out of respect for all contestants, the contestants will not be allowed to sit in on other contestants’ speeches. Contestants are encouraged to wear business attire for their interview and speech. No videos allowed while participants give their speech.

A panel of three judges will evaluate the contestants. The judges will not be related to each other and will represent different professional backgrounds. Judges will score each contestant independently. The score of the application, resume, interview and speech will be totaled, and the contestant with the highest total points will be the Missouri Beef Queen, the second and third highest scores will be the respective runners-up. In the chance of a tie, the judges will be asked to rank the contestants to determine the winners.

The Beef Queen will receive a $1,000 scholarship, crown and bouquet. The first runner-up will receive a $500 scholarship and bouquet. The second runner-up will receive a $250 scholarship and a bouquet. All other contestants will receive a gift.

Contest expenses will be paid out of the MCW promotional fund. Scholarship expenses will be shared equally by MCA, MCW and MCF.

The Missouri Beef Queen is eligible and required to serve as a contestant in the Missouri State Fair Queen scholarship pageant. The contestant fee for the Missouri State Fair Queen pageant will be the responsibility of MCW.
Score Sheet for Judging

There will be 300 points total, 50 points for application, 50 points for resume, 100 points for professional interview and 100 points for speech. Each will be broken down as follows:

Application (50 points possible)

Essay #1: *Beef Industry Involvement & Interest*  
15 pts

Essay #2: *Consumer Outreach Ideas*  
15 pts

Essay #3: *Unique Qualifications*  
15 pts

General Appearance  
(grammer and neatness)  
5 pts

Total 50 pts

Resume (50 points possible)

General Appearance  
(Pleasing to the eye, format, grammar, etc.)  
15 pts

Personal Data  
5 pts

Educational Background  
5 pts

Work/Leadership Experiences  
25 pts

Total 50 pts

Interview & Speech (100 points possible for each)

Knowledge & Promotion of Beef  
(Does she have a good grasp of the industry and response to questions? Can she answer consumer questions?)  
30 pts

Presentation  
(Enthusiasm, originality, accurate information presented, choice of words and grammar used)  
30 pts

Impression  
(Professionalism)  
20 pts

Personality  
(Maturity, poise, relates well with other people, friendly, creates favorable first impression)  
20 pts

Speech topic:  
Total 200 (100 points each speech & interview)

Judges: Please keep in mind the queen will be representing the Missouri beef industry in a capacity involving public appearances, speaking engagements, interviews and traveling.